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PennDOT Publication 282 (April 2004) 
Proposed Updates with Track Changes 

 

CHAPTER 3 – APPLICATION REVIEW 
3.4 -- HOP FEES 

Additional Fees 

… 
2. Additional Utility Inspection Fees. -- Under Regulation 459.4(d)(2), additional 

inspection fees may be charged when PENNDOT PennDOT determines that the 
permitted work is of sufficient magnitude or importance (e.g., substantial work 
project) to warrant assignment of one or more inspectors on a more than spot 
inspection basis. The following guidelines may be used to determine if there may 
be additional "substantial" costsExamples of such work include:  
 
a. Work involving a subsurface facility in limited access highway right-of-way.  
b. Work involving trench openings exceedingof more than 500 linear feet 

(whether or not contiguous) in the pavement or shoulder, or both, on a non-
limited access highway.  See Chapter 7 of this Manual for more information. 

c. Work involving an unusual situation which requires the need for extreme care.  
d. Work authorized under Regulation 459.12 (relating to modification of 

conditions). 
e. Work involving substantial excavation of the highway, e.g. a project of 

considerable size, importance or restoration cost. 

Note: If additional inspection fees are contemplated as part of an access or utility 
permit, the Applicant must obtain an EPS Business Partner ID for electronic 
invoicing through EPS prior to permit issuance. 

… 
CHAPTER 7 – INSPECTION OF WORK 
7.1 -- ASSIGNMENT OF ON-SITE PERMIT INSPECTORS  

Independent inspection Inspection of Permit work is necessary to verify that the 
Permittee complies with applicable laws, Regulations regulations and Highway 
Occupancy Permit (HOP) conditions, for the security, maintenance and protection of the 
motoring thereby protecting both the public and PA’s Pennsylvania’s highway and 
bridge infrastructure.  
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Inspectors are representatives authorized by PennDOT to be in immediate charge of 
inspecting all or part of the performance of the permitted work and materials furnished. 

There are three types of inspection staff: 

1. PennDOT employee inspection staff, 
2. PennDOT contracted consultant inspection staff, and 
3. Qualified inspectors or inspection enterprises identified to PennDOT by the 

Applicant or Permittee and authorized by PennDOT to provide inspection 
services. 

Inspectors represent PennDOT’s interest and report to the District Permit Manager 
and staff for inspection operations. 

Each District authorizes Inspectors to conduct inspection and quality assurance 
operations. Inspectors are competent, skilled technical experts with State highway and 
local road and bridge inspection and/or construction project management experience 
and a thorough working knowledge of the regulations, this manual, Publication 408, the 
appropriate Design Manuals, and other related PennDOT publications, standards and 
requirements. 

Each District maintains a list of authorized inspectors and inspection enterprises. 
Inspectors demonstrate competence to the District’s satisfaction by performance 
verification, or NICET certification (Highway Construction Level 1 or higher); ACI 
Concrete Field Testing Certification; NECEPT Bituminous Pavement Field Technician 
certification or equivalent work experience or other qualifications acceptable to the 
District, based on the type and amount of permitted work. 

The District Executive is responsible to oversee the permit construction inspection 
program for the District, and shall appoint the Assistant District Executive for 
Construction (ADE-C) to establish and implement the District’s program and to select, 
approve and qualify inspectors and inspection enterprises. 

Permittees will need to provide the name of their inspector-in-charge far enough in 
advance of the permitted work to allow the PennDOT District ADE-C time to review and 
approve the inspector-in- charge’s qualifications prior to the start of permitted work. 

The frequency of inspection is based on the type, size, and location of an operation 
within State highway right-of-way. 

Districts must plan ahead to meet anticipated inspection staffing requirements for 
permitted work. 

Districts will make every attempt to limit the amount of reimbursable inspection costs 
and perform inspection in-house where practical. Utilization of on-demand consultant 
inspection contracts should be considered. Advance planning for seasonal inspectors, 
borrowing or hiring construction inspectors and consultant inspectors, and coordinating 
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with municipalities, utilities, applicants, and Permittees will minimize inspection staff 
shortages which may delay Permit work. 

On-site inspectors may be assigned by the District Permit Manager or delegate to 
perform: 

1. Non-reimbursable spot inspections, or 
2. Reimbursable continuous (full-time) inspections   

Spot Inspection 

Non-reimbursable on-site inspection is conducted on a spot-inspection basis by 
District staff and consultant inspectors. When continuous inspection is not required, spot 
inspection must be performed to monitor compliance with the permit. 

In addition to permit close-outs, specific instances where spot inspection should be 
performed are: 

1. Prior to installing drainage facilities (outside of pavement, shoulder or sidewalk), 
curb, sidewalk or curb ramps. 

2. Prior to paving an access driveway, to verify compliance with the Permit plans. 
3. To verify proper traffic control is in place prior to and during permitted work. 
4. After restoration of emergency work to verify highway is properly restored. 

See Permit Condition Codes #306, #308 and #309. 

Continuous Inspection 

Reimbursable on-site inspection is conducted on a continuous basis if the District 
determines the work is of sufficient magnitude or importance to warrant assignment of 
one or more inspectors. The inspector authorized by the District is present full-time 
during operations within the PennDOT right-of-way. The permit will so indicate and the 
Permittee will be charged for additional salary, overhead and expenses incurred. 

The District Permit Manager may use the following criteria for assigning continuous 
(full-time) inspectors for permitted work involvingApplicants should anticipate “full-time” 
(i.e., on more than a spot inspection basis) inspection for permitted work involving:  

1. a. A subsurface facility in limited access highway right-of-way.  
1.  
2. b. Trench openings greater of more than 500 feet LF for subsurface utility 

facilities, sewers, and storm drains in the pavement , sidewalk or shoulder or 
more than 1,000 feet in the shoulder(Openings in the pavement, sidewalk or 
shoulder less than or equal to 500 LF are the responsibility of the permittee to 
ensure that Form CS-6 (Pipe Installation Inspection Form) and the appropriate 
Forms TR-478 and/or TR-4276 are completed and submitted to PennDOT prior 
to permit close-out). 
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3. Highway improvements such as the construction of auxiliary lanes or additional 
thru-lanes.  

2. A situation which requires extreme care, as determined by PENNDOT PennDOT 
(e.g., work adjacent to the shoulder, work in a slope “fill” area which provides 
lateral support to the highway, work in an established “Clear Zone”, work 
involving unique Work Zone Traffic Control, work requiring mud or dust control, 
and similar situations). 

4.  
5. Work involving substantial excavation of the highway, e.g., a project of 

considerable size, importance or restoration cost. 

See Permit Condition Code #318. 

c.   

The frequency of inspection is based on the type, size, and location of an operation 
within State highway right-of-way. 

If there will be reimbursable plant material inspections or other off-site inspections of 
fabricated products, the Permit should indicate this as a Condition Code (for example, 
see Permit Condition Code #319). Arrangements for such inspections should be made 
with the District Construction Unit prior to issuance of the Permit. 

If continuous inspection will be provided on an HOP project, the permittee must 
identify a duly authorized representative who will initial the Permit Inspection Costs 
Form (M-371 A) every workday. These daily initials are essential in settling future billing 
disputes without having to retrieve the inspector’s FIDs for that time period to verify 
charges are valid. If this representative is not identified during the project pre-
construction meeting, documentation identifying the representative should be furnished 
to PennDOT prior to start of work. 

The primary responsibilities of the on-site inspector shall be to verify that the 
Permittee complies with the following: 

1. Highway Occupancy Permit (M-945 P), plans, and attachments. 
2. Department Driveway/Utility Regulations. 
3. Work Zone Traffic Control RegulationsTemporary Traffic Control Guidelines 

(Chapter 203/212213) and Traffic Control Plan. 
4. Highway Material Manuals (Publications 34, 35, 41, 42). 
5. Publication 408 Specifications. 
6. Roadway Construction Standards (Publication 72M). 

Note:  The PA Vehicle Code (i.e., Section 3326) contains laws governing movement of 
traffic through work areas. 

Under Regulations 441.6(1)(i), and 459.7(1)(i), and 459.7(4)(v), the permittee is 
primarily responsible for complying with all Permit conditions.  The primary responsibility 
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for verifying whether Permittees adhere to laws, Regulations and Permit conditions shall 
rest with the District through staff assigned to inspect work done under the Permit. 

459.7, relating to trenching, backfill and restoration, requires the Permittee to identify 
to PennDOT both its contractor and its inspector-in-charge assigned to monitor backfill 
and restoration work performed within the improved area. 

The Permittee’s inspector-in-charge, as well as the Permittee, is responsible for 
ensuring work is performed in compliance with the permit, this chapter and Publication 
408 and Design Manual, Parts 2 and 5. All required documentation must be delivered to 
the District contact as directed. 

District permit managers may consider authorizing the Permittee’s identified 
inspector-in-charge to provide continuous (full-time) inspection, based on the amount 
and type of work to be performed (e.g., openings greater than 500 LF in the pavement, 
sidewalk or shoulder). 

Condition code #347 will apply: 

“THE PERMITEE’S PENNDOT AUTHORIZED INSPECTOR-IN-CHARGE IS 
ASSIGNED TO PROVIDE   CONTINUOUS   INSPECTION   ON   MORE   THAN   A   
SPOT   INSPECTION   BASIS.  PERMITTEE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL 
INSPECTION COSTS, EXCEPT SPOT INSPECTION COSTS INCURRED BY THE 
DEPARTMENT.” 

 

7.6 – UTILITY DETERMINATIONS 
… 

Section 459.8(g)(4) -- Backfill Testing  

PENNDOT PennDOT may require the Permittee to have both proposed backfill 
material and compacted backfill material tested for conformance to the applicable 
gradation and compaction requirements of Publication 408.  

Material slips may be inspected to verify material to be used within the right-of-way 
is acquired from an approved source.  

Gradation tests of backfill material need to be performed in the presence of, and 
approved by, PENNDOT's inspector.  

Backfill cCompaction testings may shall be performed by nuclear gauge method or 
by non-movement.  Testing is required on all non-emergency permitted openings in 
pavement, shoulder or sidewalk.  A minimum of one test per lift every 500 LF is 
required.  Additional testing may be warranted on longitudinal or transverse openings 
which exceed 500 total feet in length, or which exceed four feet in depth and at other 
times when the inspector believes the compaction method is not resulting in a 
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compaction percentage consistent with Section 601.3(e) of Publication 408. (i.e., 100% 
of the determined dry weight density).  

For openings greater than 500 total feet in pavement, shoulder or sidewalk, the 
determination of which test to use is based on gradation of the aggregate, not type of 
material. Refer to Publication 408, Section 206.3(b)1 for additional guidance on 
determining which method is required. 

For openings less than or equal to 500 total feet in pavement, shoulder or 
sidewalk, the Permittee may choose the test method, provided the test method is 
performed consistent with Department Publications, and on condition that the Permittee 
provide the completed CS-6 (Pipe Installation Inspection Form) and accompanying TR-
478 and/or TR-4276 forms prior to permit close-out. PennDOT will randomly spot 
inspect to ensure compliance. 

Note: No backfill compaction test is required 1) during emergency repairs, 2) openings 
less than 36 square feet and/or 3) if approved flowable backfill material is utilized. 

When PENNDOT tests backfill material, PENNDOT will decide the testing method. If the 
Permittee performs the tests, the Permittee may choose the test method provided the 
test method is consistent with Department Publication No. 19 (Field Test Manual) and 
provided prior arrangements are made with the District Permit Manager to have 
PENNDOT's inspector witness the testing. 

… 
Section 459.8(k) -- Temporary Restoration  

While temporary restoration methods should be avoided where feasible -- to 
preclude additional disruptions to traffic generally -- the District Permit Manager may 
require, as a Permit condition, temporary restoration of pavements or paved shoulders 
in the following instances:  

a. Openings expected to be restored during the dates indicated in Publication 408, 
Section 409.3(b) & (b)(1).between October 31 and April 1 (consistent with 
Publication 408, Section 401.3(a)).  

b. An opening in the pavement which was already backfilled without the Department 
having an opportunity to have an inspector present (e.g., emergency repairs 
during evenings, weekends, or holidays; or where the Department was not 
provided required prior notice; particularly if the Utility or its contractor has a 
documented history of highway restoration failures).  

c. An opening in the pavement or shoulder over 100 feet in length or over six feet in 
depth, where “flowable fill” is not used as trench backfill material.  

d. Where unfavorable subsurface or surface conditions preclude final restoration 
being performed promptly.  
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Make permanent trench restoration (includes emergencies) within 90 days of 
completion of the permitted utility facility installation, including any appurtenant service 
connections (Does not include final wearing and binder course if between October 31 
and April 1, or a complete lane overlay, if required).  The District has the discretion to 
waive the condition when appropriate (e.g., weather, material availability, etc.).  See 
Permit Condition Code #343. 

Approved Hot mix material must be used for temporary restoration when available. 
Cold mix material will be permitted at the discretion of PennDOT. Approved hot mix 
material must replace cold mix restoration within one week of placement, or sooner if 
the cold mix is not holding up under traffic conditions. See the following Permit 
Condition Code #346: 

“THE PERMITTEE IS REQUIRED TO USE HOT MIX MATERIAL FOR TEMPORARY 
RESTORATION. COLD MIX WILL BE PERMITTED AT THE DISCRETION OF THE 
DEPARTMENT AND MUST BE REPLACED WITH HOT MIX WITHIN A WEEK OF 
PLACEMENT.” 

See Restoration Figure 7-N series (posted on PENNDOT PennDOT Web Site -- see 
footer). 

… 
 
7.9a – SUBSEQUENT INSPECTIONS AFTER PENNDOT’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF 
COMPLETION 

Each District, twice per year, will QA a minimum 50% (per County) of randomly 
chosen permanent pavement   (roadway   or   shoulder)   restorations   within   one   to   
two   years   from   PennDOT’s acknowledgement of completion of the permitted work 
and will document the results.  The District Permit Manager will provide the County 
Maintenance Manager the list of permits to be inspected.  County personnel will be 
responsible for inspecting the locations for failures and providing the results to the 
District Permit Manager for further action if necessary. 

The Permittee has absolute responsibility to make temporary and permanent 
restoration if there is a failure in the area of the permitted work within two years after the 
acknowledged completion by PennDOT and provided there is no similar failure beyond 
the area of the permitted work. Any failure of the highway in the area of the permitted 
work identified by the District to the Permittee and/or its contractor shall be restored in 
accordance with the permit or as further specified by the District within 30 days, subject 
to final inspection by the District. A failure of the highway may be considered but not be 
limited to the various conditions identified in Publications 336 and 33 which are 
classified as medium severity. 
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The Regulations allow for the Permittee to deliver clear and convincing evidence 
demonstrating that a highway failure was caused by another person. If the Permittee 
claims in writing that a highway failure was caused by another person, clear and 
convincing evidence and documentation thereof must be submitted together with the 
Permittee's request for waiver of responsibility. After the Permittee provides evidence 
that it has provided written notice to any other person claimed by the Permittee to be 
responsible for the highway failure, PennDOT will investigate and make a written 
determination. If any affected person does not agree with PennDOT's determination, an 
administrative hearing may be requested within 30 days of PennDOT's written 
determination. 

A failure of the highway more than two years after the acknowledged completion by 
PennDOT does not relieve the Permittee of responsibility to restore the highway. While 
the Permittee has absolute responsibility to restore highway failures within two years 
after the acknowledged completion of the permitted work, PennDOT may pursue the 
Permittee to correct highway failures after two years where PennDOT believes the 
highway failure was caused by the permitted work as provided by general principles of 
law. 

 

 


